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Passive Functional Mapping Using Infrared Thermography in Epilepsy Awake
Surgery: Case Report
Abstract
Background: Active Functional Mapping (AFM) is the gold standard method for localizing cortical and
subcortical brain functional areas and tracts. By definition, it requires direct application of controlled
electrical stimuli under established protocols. Nevertheless, it entails inherent risks, such as causing
intraoperative seizures. On the other hand, Passive Functional Mapping (PFM) doesn´t require electrical
stimulation of the nervous system. PFM is based on the knowledge that brain metabolism generates
different electromagnetic radiation patterns depending on its metabolism, that are invisible to the human
eye, but infrared thermographic cameras can show those changes related to brain activity without the use
of special light or dyes. Surgical Technique: We describe the technique and results with adherence to the
care guidelines, of a single case of awake epilepsy surgery with AFM and a new method for performing
PFM, developed by the authors. Case Presentation: Using an infrared thermographic camera, we detected
that the basal cortical temperature increases 2.8 °C while moving the contralateral face, and 2.4 °C while
moving the contralateral hand, in their respective primary cortex motor areas as confirmed by AFM.
Discussion: The infrared thermographic camera allows visualization of the electromagnetic radiation of
the brain, without the use of dyes or special lighting in real-time, according to different metabolic
conditions related to resting or activation states. Conclusion: This new PFM technique should be
investigated in a clinical trial, in order to establish its sensibility and specificity.
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Abstract
Background: Active Functional Mapping (AFM) is the gold-standard method for localizing cortical and subcortical brain
functional areas and tracts. By deﬁnition, it requires the direct application of controlled electrical stimuli under established protocols. Nevertheless, it entails inherent risks, such as causing intraoperative seizures. On the other hand,
Passive Functional Mapping (PFM) does not require electrical stimulation of the nervous system. PFM focuses on
knowing that the brain generates different electromagnetic radiation patterns invisible to the human eye depending on
its metabolism. However, infrared thermographic cameras can show those changes related to brain activity without
special light or dyes.
Surgical technique:: We describe the technique and results with adherence to the care guidelines of a single Case of
awake epilepsy surgery with AFM and a new method for performing PFM, developed by the authors.
Case presentation: Using an infrared thermographic camera, we detected that the basal cortical temperature increased by
2.8  C while moving the contralateral face and 2.4  C while moving the contralateral hand in their respective primary
cortex motor areas as conﬁrmed by AFM.
Discussion: The infrared thermographic camera allows visualization of the electromagnetic radiation of the brain,
without the use of dyes or special lighting in real-time, according to different metabolic conditions related to resting or
activation states.
Conclusion: This new PFM technique should be investigated in a clinical trial to establish its sensibility and speciﬁcity.
Keywords: Passive functional mapping, Brain mapping, Active functional mapping, Awake craniotomy, Thermography,
Epilepsy surgery, Brain metabolism, Case report

1. Introduction
ince the ﬁrst time the faradic current was
delivered directly to the brain in 1874 by Roberts Bartholow [3,9,13,14], it has been clear that a
standardized methodology for its use is mandatory
to obtain reliable results with lower risks. The history of cortical stimulation and brain location has
gone through a long and continuous learning curve.

S

Nevertheless, even with the modern technique, the
Active Functional Mapping (AFM) that requires
delivering electric currents directly to the brain can
cause intraoperative seizures [11], which can add
morbidity to the surgery. The AFM has other disadvantages, as it requires a considerable amount of
clinical experience using the technique to make it
reliable, and it is speciﬁc only for few functions.
Furthermore, it is hard to obtain reliable results
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using AFM in the pediatric population under ﬁve
years old because of their incomplete myelinization
process [8]. AFM remains the gold standard for
brain function localization; nevertheless, due to its
well-known disadvantages [12], noninvasive
methods such as functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) and diffusion tensor imaging have
been developed and proven effective. Blood-Oxygen-Level-Dependent (BOLD) fMRI maps the brain
by detecting perfusion-related changes coupled
with neuronal activity [10]. Positron Emission Tomography can detect hypometabolic brain zones
that correlate to irritative zones in epilepsy. Single
Positron Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT)
can demonstrate low metabolic zones in interictal
periods and high metabolic zones during seizures.
These diagnostic tools teach us that brain metabolism variations are directly related to brain function activation of brain functions, whereas epilepsy
alters its metabolism. By deﬁnition, Passive Functional Mapping (PFM) is not invasive, does not
deliver electric current to the brain. PFM focuses on
knowing that the brain generates different electromagnetic radiation patterns invisible to the human
eye depending on its metabolism. However,
infrared thermographic cameras can show those
changes related to brain activity without special
light or dyes and are therefore inherently safer.
The brain has high energy requirements. About
20% of the oxygen and 25% of the glucose
consumed by the human body are dedicated to
cerebral functions, yet the brain represents only 2%
of the total body mass. The main processes
contributing to the high brain energy needs are
maintaining and restoring ion gradients dissipated
by signaling processes such as postsynaptic action
potentials, uptake, and recycling of neurotransmitters [1,2]. Thus, there is a tight vascular and metabolic coupling between demand and supply in
brain energy consumption by task-dependent increases in cerebral activity, local blood ﬂow, and
glucose utilization [3,4]. This so-called functional
hyperemia results from the increased neuronal activity and blood ﬂow in which astrocytes play a key
role. In addition, increasing evidence has linked
astrocytes to neurotransmitter recycling and anaplerosis. Thus, while the brain is a high energyconsuming organ, it contains little energy reserves
and depends on the uninterrupted supply of energy
substrates from circulation [3]. A new frontier is the
real-time intraoperative measurement of brain
metabolism ﬂuctuations. Infrared thermographic
cameras can make this metabolic electromagnetic
radiation visible to the human eye; therefore, we
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Blood-Oxygen-Level-Dependent
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Electrocorticography
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Passive Functional Mapping
Single Positron Emission Computed Tomography

propose that it could be helpful to develop PFM
protocols [5e7].

2. Surgical technique
During a sleep-awake-sleep craniotomy under
local anesthesia and sedation, we performed a
cortical language and motor AFM, electrocorticography (ECoG), and PFM. The operating
room temperature remained constant at 20  C with a
relative humidity of 40%. The patient's esophageal
temperature was 33.6  C, and his vital signs
remained within physiological range trans surgically. We recorded his dura mater temperature
using a laser infrared pointer thermometer (Floureon©). We reversed sedation, and the neuropsychologist conﬁrmed that the patient was fully awake
and in his basal state. Guided by the neuro-navigation system plan (Fig. 1-A) immediately after the
dura incision, we performed a basal PFM using an
acetate sterile perforated grid with coordinates of
the exposed cortex. We ﬁrst used the laser infrared
pointer thermometer; after removing the acetate
grid, we used a thermal imaging camera (Kmoon©)
which combines the pictures taken with surface
temperature measurements to provide real-time
thermal imaging. We recorded brain temperature
while the patient was awake, resting, speaking,
moving the right face, hand, and arm through a
perforated acetate grid as close as possible to the
brain to obtain optimal accuracy as previously
published (Fig. 1-B) [5e7] We set the emissivity of
the camera to 95 in all thermographic readings. We
recorded all data for further analysis.
Immediately after, we performed the AFM using
an Ojemann cortical stimulator (Integra NeuroSciences©, England) to locate speech, face, and motor
cortex areas. We successfully located the primary
motor cortex for the contralateral hand and face. No
speech arrest was produced during cortical electrical stimulation. Next, the ECoG guided a tailored
corticectomy of the left frontal pole, pars triangularis, and pars opercularis. We repeated none of the
mapping modalities because the patient was getting
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Fig. 1. A: Neuro-navigation planning. The region of interest is shown in cyan. Relevant tracts are shown in blue, green, yellow, and red. B:
Thermographic thermometer, perforated acetate grid, and camera position during PFM. To avoid emissivity registration errors, the thermographic
devices should be placed as close and perpendicular to the exposed cerebral cortex.

anxious and exhausted. Before closing the dura
mater, the patient was fully anesthetized, and the
surgical procedure was uneventful. The patient was
discharged from our hospital four days later, with
no surgery-related morbidity. He is seizure-free
since the epilepsy surgery at Engel grade I.

3. Case presentation
The objective of the Case presentation is to describe
the technique and results of a single case of awake
epilepsy surgery with active brain functional mapping and a new method for performing passive
functional mapping developed by the authors. The
case presentation is in accordance to care guidelines.

In our case presentation, we had a right-handed 55
years old male with normal neuropsychological
development. His previous non-neurological medical
personal and family history was unremarkable,
except for a lumbar disc herniation and hypertension
with adequate control. At the age of 13, he underwent
a craniectomy for a traumatic brain injury in another
hospital. Unfortunately, he remained with the cranial
defect for four years. His cognitive sequelae included
slurred speech, abstract processing, and writing
production deﬁciencies, suggesting damage to the
parietal, angular, and motor cortex circuits.
Nevertheless, he described a slow and subtotal
improvement in these functions. At 17 years of age, he

Fig. 2. The timetable of relevant events and data of our Case presentation history.
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began to experience focal motor seizures of the right
hemiface, hand, and arm in clusters every six months
on average. Cranioplasty was performed uneventfully. He was then started on valproate, topiramate,
and levetiracetam under medical surveillance by
several neurologists. He had adequate seizure control
then after, including a long interictal period of 10
years. In his early 30's, the frequency and intensity of
his seizures gradually increased to up to 1 every 48 h
on average, with disabling postictal periods of fatigue.
At 33 years old, he developed a soft tissue infection,
and the cranioplasty material was removed, and an
unknown antibiotics scheme was completed. A successful second cranioplasty was performed a year
later in another hospital (Fig. 2).
At 41 years old, he began to develop paraphasia.
His seizure frequency gradually increased at clusters of 3e4 seizures on average every two days, with
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each seizure typically lasting about 3 min with
postictal somnolence for the next 24 h. Due to poor
seizure control, several antiepileptic were given
either in mono or polytherapy schemes. However,
he remained uncontrolled for three years before
being referred to our center as a candidate for epilepsy surgery. His physical exam was unremarkable, except for the cognitive sequelae and the left
craniectomy defect (Fig. 2). The interictal electroencephalogram was consistent with focal irritative
activity in the frontal-basal region. In addition, we
performed an fMRI showing activation of language
in the right opercular region (Fig. 3). After a multidisciplinary staff meeting of our Epilepsy Committee, the patient was selected for surgery. Our
hospital's ethics and research committee authorized
the AFM and the PFM protocols, and the patient
signed an informed consent form.

Fig. 3. A and B: sagittal T1 and coronal T2 MRI. Note the yellow ovals that show the encephalomalacia zone in the left temporal lobe and pars opercularis,
pars triangularis, and in the second frontal gyrus; C and D: fMRI shows metabolism activation while speaking in the right hemisphere.
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3.1. Infrared thermography passive mapping
results
The basal infrared thermography picture was
taken with the patient fully awake and resting.
Then, different infrared thermographic pictures
were taken while the patient spoke and moved the
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right face and hand. The maximal brain temperature
at resting state was 32.1  C; while moving the
contralateral face, it rose to 34.9  C (difference in
brain temperature (Dt) ¼ 2.8  C), and while moving
the right hand it rose to 34.5  C (Dt ¼ 2.4  C) in their
respective primary cortex motor areas, as conﬁrmed
later by AFM (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. A: Panoramic picture showing the brain surface of the left frontal lobe exposed. PT: pars triangularis, FP: Frontal Pole; the grey box with lines
( ) identiﬁes the center of the picture; the gray box without lines ( ) identiﬁes the maximal temperature point (the infrared camera automatically
generates both); red arrow shows the face primary motor area and the yellow arrow shows the hand primary motor area according to the AFM; the
green X shows the frontal pole. B: Basal infrared thermography recording picture with the patient awake and resting. C: Infrared thermography
picture moving the contralateral face. D: Infrared thermography picture moving the right hand. The blue arrows show the maximal brain temperature
recording in C and D. The maximal cortex temperature while the patient is awake and resting ¼ 32.1  C; moving contralateral face ¼ 34.9  C; moving
the right hand 34.5  C. Note the rise in brain temperature of 2.8  C while moving the contralateral face and of 2.4  C while moving the contralateral
hand.
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3.2. Active mapping results
There was no negative response (speech arrest)
during the electrical stimulation of the left frontal
basal and opercular region. Active movement of the
contralateral face and hand were elicited during
electrical stimulation of the primary motor area.
During the ﬁnal phase of the AFM, the patient suffered a focal motor seizure affecting the right face,
arm, and hand, which we controlled after 40 s of
cerebral cortex irrigation with cold, sterile isotonic
saline solution.
3.3. Comparison of active and passive mapping
results
The hand and facial primary motor cortex regions
identiﬁed with the AFM correspond with the regions where temperatures rose during PFM during
movement of the corresponding body areas. No
motor cortex areas related to speech were identiﬁed
during the AFM or the PFM. The infrared thermography PFM observed a regional temperature
rise in the facial and hand primary motor cortex
during the movement of these body parts (Fig. 3).
3.4. Electrocorticography results
We used ECoG to detect a constantly active irritative zone placing a 20 electrodes grid over the left
pars triangularis, pars opercularis and frontal pole
with encephalomalacia. This irritative zone was
removed during tailired corticectomy.

4. Discussion
The brain is an adiabatic and isentropic thermodynamic system. As thermodynamics deﬁnes the
information systems, and the brain meets those
criteria, they can only exchange electromagnetic
irradiation data. The thermomagnetic irradiation is
emitted in the infrared spectrum, invisible to the
human eye. Infrared thermographic cameras can
detect and measure this irradiation in real-time.
While AFM remains the gold standard to detect
functional brain zones and tracts, in this Case presentation, we demonstrated the use of multiple
brain mapping methods to help identify crucial
motor cortex areas, helping deliver more efﬁcient
and safer treatments. A weakness of this technical
note is that we could not repeat the infrared thermography PFM to conﬁrm the result because the
patient was getting anxious and tired during the
cortical mapping. In addition, as we used a thermographic camera that cannot record video, we
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could not document how long the raising in the
primary motor cortex temperature lasts. We will use
a thermographic video camera for future cases.
The infrared thermographic camera allows the
observer the visualization of the electromagnetic
irradiation of the brain in real-time without the use
of dyes or special lighting according to different
metabolic conditions related to resting or activation
states. The applications of infrared thermography in
general surgery and neurosurgery could be very
diverse. To mention some examples, it would help
identify epilepsy foci, cortical or subcortical tumors,
vascular lesions [5], brain abscess, parasitic infections to surveillance in aneurism clipping [6]. Its
disadvantages for PFMis the lack of standardization,
requirement of a high deﬁnition thermographic
camera, sensibility and speciﬁcity yet to be established, and the learning curve. The advantages are
that it does not need direct electrical stimuli over the
brain cortex, its safeness, non-invasiveness, and
cheapness, no need for dyes, contrasts, or special
light, and it shows encephalic electromagnetic
metabolic changes in real-time.

5. Conclusion
This new technique of PFM should be investigated in a case series to establish its sensibility and
speciﬁcity in various other clinical conditions.
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